
EECS 16A Designing Information Devices and Systems I
Spring 2016 Elad Alon, Babak Ayazifar Discussion 4A

1. Lecture Review

2. How to Faerie?

Write down all the major rules for faeries mazes.

3. Simple Maze

(a) Given that ∆V = IR, if we express R with a unit we name "Nolans," what are the physical dimensions
of a Nolan?

(b) If this maze contains 100 imps and each imp must circle the maze in 1 second, how much vigor must
we apply?
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4. Yellow Brick Road

(a) What is the relationship between I1, I2, and I3?

(b) What is the relationship between ∆V1,∆V2,∆V3 and ∆Vhigh?

(c) If I3 must be 3 imps
sec and R1 = R2 = R3 = 4 Nolans, what must ∆Vhigh be? What are ∆V1,∆V2,∆V3 in this

case?

5. Sum of our Parts

Occasionally, the faeries design mazes so that reading the change in vigor has meaning and is of use.

(a) Write out all the vigor changes and imps flow relations for the entire system.

(b) What is the output change in vigor ∆Vsum? Why is this schematic called a "vigor summer"?
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6. Roads Less Traveled

(a) Write out all the vigor changes and imps flow relations for the entire system. In particular, what is the
relationship between I1, I2, and I3?

(b) If I3 is 5 imps
sec , R3 is 10 Nolans, and R2 is 2.5 Nolans, how many imps are travelling through R2 every

second? That is, what is I2?

(c) (BONUS) If you treat R2 and R3 as one kinked road, how many Nolans is the combined road RT ? That
is, if you replace R2 and R3 with one road RT , what must its value be to keep the rest of the system the
same?

7. Extra For Experts: Channel Calibrator

When performing maintenance on the mazes, the faeries use this schematic to measure kinked roads and
ensure that the channels are safe.

(a) Write out all the relevant equations. Put them in matrix form.

(b) Show that when the top two roads R1 and R2 are equal, and the bottom two roads R3 and R4 are equal,
then ∆V1 = ∆V2; that is, the change in vigor across the left and right paths will be equal. What will the
vigor change across the center road R5 be?
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